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The Rollins Sandspur
Volume 65

Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, Friday, May 13, 1960

Student Council
Votes To Accept
Cheating Proposal

New Rollins Union
Becomes Official

The uniform method of dealing
with cheating, as proposed by the
Faculty Honors Committee and
the Student Academic
Affairs
Committee, was passed by a 10 to
6 vote at the Monday evening
meeting of the Student Council.
Reservation about the proposal
was expressed by some representatives. It was their opinion that
there chould be more student participation in the committee which
decide the course of action to be
taken with a student found guilty
of cheating. After some discussion, a motion was passed to investigate the possibility of including a student on these committees.

Wednesday morning in the Student Center, students %
began signing up for committee work in the newly organized
Rollins Union. With the formation of these committees,
the Union will begin to function.
At the Union's first official meeting, Tuesday, May 3,
Jack Sutliff was elected Chairman of the,Board of Managers and president of the Rollins Union Ruth Lynn Whit-

John Reese, chairman of the
Campus Improvements Committee,
reported that the telephone company would not allow the free NEW LIBRA MEMBERS, initiated Monday, are Jody Bilbo, Dr. Gephone in the Student Center to neva Drinkwater, and Carol Sitton. Not pictured is Mrs. Hugh Mcbe placed in an outside location. Kean, who will be initiated when she returns from a trip to New York.
He also announced t h a t the problem of "flies in the beanery" was
being investigated.
The council approved an appropriation of $200 to the Photographic Department for the purchase of additional equipment.
In other matters of appropriation, the Rollins Union requested
$2000 to be used mainly for next
year's social events. The Theatre
Arts Department requested $2000
for the 1960-61 theatrical season.
Final vote on these two appropriations was postponed until the
next meeting.
Ginny Campbell, Kappa representative, announced t h a t their
scholarship
trophy
has
"disappeared." The trophy is valuable
and the Kappas would appreciate
its return.
President
Bob Fleming
announced, that the Fiesta Scholarship Committee would consist of
John Harkness, Jean Abendroth,
Stan Morress, and John Looby.
They will meet with Miss C. M.
Lyle, Cashier of the College, to
decide who will receive
these
scholarships.

Number 23

Four Join Libra Ranks
In After-Hours Tapping
Recently honored by membership in Libra, local women's leadership honorary, are senior Carol
Sitton, junior Jody Bilbo, and faculty members Mrs. Hugh McKean
and Dr. Geneva Drinkwater.
With the exception of Mrs. McKean, the new members were initiated into the society last Monday evening, May 9, in the Frances Chapel. Mrs. McKean, who is
currently in New York City, will
be initiated following her return
to campus late in May.
The four women were tapped
by members of the honorary last
week one evening- after closing.
Jody Boulware, secretary of the
society, relates that the tapping
involved quite a bit of traveling,
for Misis Bilbo was in enforced
isolation in the Winter Park Hospital with the chicken pox.
Miss Sitton was tapped, at the
Gamma Phi house, while Dr.

Sandspur One Of 2 Small College
Weeklies To Earn Ail-American
The Sandspur is one of the only ducing lively features," he comtwo small college weeklies in the mented, and he called the editorcountry to receive an Ail-Ameri- ial page features "the best among
can rating, the highest rank a- many fine features." Editorials
warded by the Associated Colle- he considered "well done."
giate Press, for the first half of
Areas which the judges felt
the 1959-60 school year.
•needed improvement were feaIn awarding the Sandspur its tures organization, front
page
ninth consecutive
Ail-American makeup, editorial page makeup;
rating, an ACP judge commented, inside news pages; and headlines,
"You set the pace in standards which received "very good" rafor college newspapers
every- tings; and sports display, which
where with an
interesting and received a rating of "good."
lively product."
The Ail-American rating is an
Examining the newspaper on indication of "distinctly superior
the basis of coverage,
content, achievement," ACP explains, and
and physical properties, the ACP is the highest honor that a coljudge awarded it a total of 3520 lege newspaper can earn.
points—20 more than the minIssues judged
were produced
imum necessary for the Ail-Amerunder the editorship of Phyllis
ican rank. Rated in 23 specific
Zatlin.
Staff members working
areas, the Sandspur received four
under Miss Zatlin were Lee Ro"superiors," 13 excellents," five
gers; ananaging editor; Bob Ste"very goods," and one "good."
wart, sports editor; Bob Rauch,
The judge noted improvement
news editor; Lauren Kiefer and
over last spring's papers in two
Joan Spaulding, associate news
areas: treatment of copy, which
editors: Bob Fleming, feature edwent from "very good" to "excelitor; and Joan Murray, copy edilent," and editorials, which rose
tor.
from "excellent" to "superior."
Weekly publications of colleges
Other areas receiving the "superior" ratings were balance of with an enrollment of less than
news sources, creativeness
of 750 were judged by Duane Anfeatures, and editorial page fea- drews, a member of the public
.relations staff of Minneapolistures.
"There's something for every-j Honeywell and a former staff
one," the judge praised the 'Spur member of the Minneapolis- Star
"Your staff is at its best in pro- and Tribune.

Drinkwater was honored by the
white-clad, candle-bearing Libra
members at her apartment. Mrs.
McKean was tapped by long distance.
An honorary organization for
junior
and senior women and
faculty members, Libra recognizes those women who have displayed outstanding
scholarship,
leadership, and character.
Past president of Gamma ' Phi
Beta sorority, Miss Sitton is a
member of the Chapel Staff, serving this past year as publicity
chairman. She is copy editor of
the Tomokan and a member of
the Sandspur staff.
Miss Sitton has also participated in the Community Service and
the French and German clubs.
She has served on Panhellenic
Council and has participated for
her sorority in intramurals.
Miss Bilbo will serve as editor
of the Flamingo, student literary
magazine, for the coming year.
An independent, she is a student
assistant in Elizabeth Hall. She
has appeared in a Fred Stone
theatre production, in her Freshman Show, and in the Chapel
Staff Party. She has also worked
on the Sandspur staff.
Wife of the president of the
college stnd director of exhibits
at Morse Gallery of Art, Mrs. McKean has made many outstanding contributions to the Rollins
campus. This past summer she
was instrumental in the redecoration of Cloverleaf, and the preceding year she helped plan the

taker was elected vice-chairman
of the Board of Managers, and
Dean Dyckman Vermilye was appointed secretary. Students interested in applying for the position
of comptroller should submit applications to Sutliff as soon as
possible.
The remaining members of
the Board of Managers, which
is the governing body of; the
Union and was appointed by
Pres. McKean
are
Virginia
Campbell, John Harkness, Peter
Kellogg, Harold
Mutispaugh,
Dr. Dan Thomas-, and Dr. Dudley Degroot.
During the fall term, a number
of students approached the student deans with the, complaint
that there wasn't enough to do
in their spare time. Dean Watson
and Dean Vermilye discussed the
problem, and Dean Vermilye invited the Director of the union
at the University of Florida, Mr.
'Rion, to speak to Rollins students.
.Mr. Rion met with about 40 students during a weekend in December, and at this meeting, he
explained to the students the
function of a union, what activi-

Inside
the 'Spur
President's
Report
•..page 2
Review of 'Six
for Tonight'
• . . page 5
Honoraries Elect
Officers
• . . page 3

ties it is concerned with, and
what its obligations to the college
are.
From this group of 40 students,
a committee of 11 was chosen by
the Student Deans and Dick
Mansfield, then Student Council
President. This committee drew
up a charter for the Rollins
Union, and presented it to Council, which passed it almost unanimously.
As set forth in the charter, the
objects of the Rollins Union are
"to serve as an official center of
student life, to unify student ac(continued on page 5)

Quails Elected
Chapel Staff Head
For Coming Year
The officers of the Chapel
Staff for 1960-61 were elected
last Tuesday night. Chosen as
president was Linda Quails. The
new vice president is Ginny Willis
and the secretary is John Reese.
Miss Quails, a sophomore, is a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority. Last fall she served as
co-chairman of Freshman Orientation,
and she is presently a
student assistant in Elizabeth
Hall.
She has worked actively"' in
many "March of Dimes" projects
since she was in high school. Last
year, she served as secretary of
the. freshman class.
Miss Willis, a member of Chi
Omega sorority, is a junior. She
has recently been elected president of the Community Service
Club. She has also served as a
cheerleader this year.
Reese, a junior Independent,
has just been chosen as co-chairman of the Orientation committee
for next year. He is Student
Council representative and chairman of the Campus Improvements
committee. Reese is also a member of the Sandspur staff.
The Chapel Staff members will
hold their annual picnic this Sunday afternoon on the lawn of
President McKean's home.

(continued on page 5)

Toledo Named
Oratorical Winner
Tony Toledo was judged the
winner of the Reeve Oratorical
Contest, which was held Wednesday afternoon, May 4, in Carnegie Hall.
Toledo competed against the
ether two winners of the Reeve
Essay Contest, Burt Jordan and
John Harkn *ss, in the speech
competition.
Speaking on the organization
and structure of the desoxyribose
nucleic acid molecule, Toledo, a
sophomore Lambda Chi, was awarded the S50 prize for content
and delivery of his speech, in
which he c:ted experimental evidence to prove that DNA is the
message-carrying fraction of the
cell nucleus.

'THE DEVIL/ played by John McKaye, reh?r3i;.s the final Reading
Theatre production, "Don Juan in Hell," which will be presented tonight in the ART. With him are the other cast members, Dane Ivey,
Robert Chase, and Clint Trowbridge. (See story, page 3)
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Mansfield Explains Financial, Academic Problems To Council
Ed's Note: The following is
the second half of a condensed
version of past president Dick
Mansfield's final report and
recommendations to the new
Student Council. The first half
appeared in last week's paper.
There were three major projects that I had said I would attempt to work on as president:
1) to clear up the mess of the
financial records of the Student
Association; 2) to take student
suggestions on academic matters
to the faculty; 3) to set up an information group on the extracurricular activities of the cam. pus.
I am indebted to Chuck Allen,
who as Comptroller put in the
extra work to bring the Student
Association financial records up
to date for the first time in seven years.
The academic committee was
formed and later made a standing
committee. It suggested the new
honor list that was accepted and
presented cases for the instituting
of cum laude and a Russian language course. I t has also started
work on investigating the possibility of having a three year col'lege curriculum with a summer
term each year. The work on this
exciting new idea in education
should be carried on.
UNION IS ANSWER
Dean Vermilye's idea of
lins. Union was the answer
project on extra-curricular
ties. I helped kick off the

a Rolto my
activiproject

Rollins Graduate
Presents Recital
Ann Bowers, 1957 graduate of
Rollins, gave her graduation recital at the Juilliard School of Music in New York City on May 4,
1960. Ann has been attending
Juilliard as a scholarship voice
student of Mme. Marion SzekelyFreschl
since her
graduation
from Rollins. Miss Bov/ers also
holds a full scholarship for study
in repertory with Mme. Povla
Frijsh at the present time.

v

This year Miss Bowers was invited by Juilliard
composition
faculty
to sing some original
songs in a composers forum held
especially for visiting Soviet composers. Among these visitors were
Dmitri Shostakovitch and Dmitri
Kabelensky.
While Miss Bowers was a student a t Rollins, she was a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority and of Phi Society. Hermusical activities included Rollins Singers, Chapel Choir, Student Miisic Guild, and Pi Kappa
Lambda, music honorary.
She was also a member of Rollins Players and appeared in major roles in ART productions. Among these roles were Liza Doolittle in Pygmalion and Ariel in
The Tempest.

with Dean Vermilye and Dean
Watson, and the committee that
we appointed did the hard work
of drawing up the Rollins Union.
On the other side of the coin,
there were plenty of mistakes
too. For example, class elections
in the fall were an unholy mess.
It was a fault of mine that I did
not keep a closer check on the
vice-president who was in charge
of the elections.
During this year I tried to establish proper channels through
which Council could take matters
to the faculty. The Dean of the
College and I agreed that after
approval from either him or the
student deans, I would present
the Student Council projects in
person. This procedure, however,
seemed to upset certain members

of the faculty who thoug-ht the ( area. Tony should be congratulamatters should go through their ted for his fine work on this promany and varied committees first. ject.
I never was able to achieve a set
The saying that no man is an
procedure, and I leave this problem to my successor. The faculty island is very true. I could not
has improved in answering our have been elected if I had not
suggestions, but it still takes too had the support of others. In the
long. Sometimes it takes a term same vein, I could not have done
any sort of job" without the help
to get an answer.
of several particular individuals.
I want to thank all the members
SCHOLARSHIP PROJECT
of the staff and the fauclty who
One achievement of the past have helped me and who I have
administration, with which I had enjoyed getting to know through
nothing to do, was the scholarship my work with them. Of the stuproject. This was entirely the dents, I would like to thank Ginwork of the vice-president, Tony ger Cornell
for her excellent
Toledo. Although I think t h e r e is work as beanery chairman; and
no great need for this scholar- Bruce Aufhammer, who through
ship project, it will definitely im- his work on many committees in 7
prove our relationships with the eluding the Rollins Union has givhigh schools in the surrounding en invaluable service to the stu-

dent body. Also, my thanks go to
our corresponding secretary, Val
Baumrind, who did a consistently
good job. Most of all, my thanks
go to Sue Lewis, who in my opinion was the best secretary the
Council has ever had, at least
since I have been here. She not
only did her job well, but she
took the initiative to do even
more than was required of her.
She is the major reason why the
elections ran so smoothly this
spring.
NEW

ADMINISTRATION

You have a new president now.
(continued on page 6)

'Old Glory' Flies
Over Rollins Again
The American flag is flying
over the Rollins campus again
for the first time since fall term,
when the flagpole ropes were deliberately cut one night after
closing.

ut soft! What taste from
yonder j FILTER-BLEND

George Cartwright, Jr., superintendent of buildings and maintenance, explains that there was
such a delay in repairing the flagpole because the only steeplejack
in the area who will climb a bare
pole had been traveling cut West.
Because the man was traveling,
working his way back to Florida,
he did not receive the mail sent
to him by Cartwright.
Cost of repairing the flagpole
will run close to $100. The cost
for labor alone was $80.
Cartwright explains that the
old ropes were actually comparatively new, for they were only
two or three years old and such
ropes can -ordinarily be used for
from six to eight years.
In addition to putting new
ropes on the flagpole, the steeplejack repainted the pole.

THE

HOUSE
OF
FINE ARTS
1808 N. Orange Ave.
Phone GA 4-8106

Art Supplies
Drawing Paper
for
Every Purpose

Fine Paintings, Prints
and
Picture Framing
"Jus* North of Coliseum"

ifS WHATS UP FRONT THAT COUNTS
This filter, be it e'er so pure and white
Must needs give flavor too, full clear and bright
Else would the trusting smoker, filled with hope
Again be dashed, dejected b e . . . and mope.
And thus we come to Winston's obvious truth
It's what's up front that counts —and 'tis, forsooth
In that the fine tobaccos, in the end
Are by exclusive process—Filter-Blend—
Become the tastiest taste that e'er hath played
Across your dancing taste-buds, man or maid I

(jrtwiced brawler
Clearance Sale 2 0 ^ to 4 0 ^ Off
FIRST EDITIONS IN FASHIONS
258 PARK AVE. N., WINTER PARK
Lake Placid, N. Y.

Miami Beach

Gait Ocean Mile,

Palm Beach

Be ye not slow, therefore, to test the wit
Of what we say: that Winston, friend, is it;
For that with ev'ry smoke ye do delay
Ye are not gath'ring rosebuds while ye may!
44

We are advertised by our loving friends*

KING HENRY VI. PART III. ACT V. SC. Ill

Ft. Lauderdale

Delray Beach

»p

PHONE MI 4-8004
R . J . REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTON-SALEM. N . C .
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Reading Theatre To Present
Shaw's Don Juan In Hell'
The third and final reading theatre production of the
year will be presented this evening in the Annie Russell
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Offering for the evening is "Don Juan in Hell," the
dream act from George Bernard Shaw's comedy "Man and
Superman."
Directed
by
Bob
•
Chase, t h e production features points out t h a t Shaw's play has
Chase in the role of Don Juan, had successful performances for
Jim McKaye as the Devil, Clint many years.
Constable recalls
Trowbridge as t h e S t a t u e , ' and h&v:ng had the opportunity to see
Dana Ivey a s Dona Ana.
t h e first successful revival of
"Man and Superman" produced "Don J u a n in Hell" when it
was
in its entirety is an unusually produced by Harley Granvillelong play, but Shaw wrote it in \ Barker in London in 1907
such a manner t h a t the dream act
Written in 1903, Shaw's comedy
may be omitted,- leaving a comedy shocked audiences of the early
of standard length. The dream twentieth century, for it exact, or "Don J u a n in Hell," may pressed the idea t h a t the woman
also be produced independently. chases the man instead of the
"Don J u a n in Hell" is essen- other way around. Shaw contentially
a Platonic
dialogue in ded t h a t Shakespeare's heroines
which Shaw expressed the under- also did the choosing, citing the
lying philosophy of the whole example o f Rosalind, who purcomedy. The theme of the play sued Orlando.
is creative evolution, the developShaw's view was entirely inment of man into superman, and
the dream act emphasizes this compatible with the idea his audience held t h a t the woman's
theme.
Dr. William A. Constable, for- place is to wait until her prince
mer Rollins professor of English, charming comes along, Constable
explains.
Several years ago a production
of "Don J u a n in Hell," starring
Charles Boyer as Don Juan and
Charles Laughton as the Devil,
r a n for the entire season on
Broadway, where it met with
enthusiastic audiences and good
reviews. The company later went
on tour and also made a recording
An all-day outing a t Sanlamdo of the production, which was done
Springs will highlight freshman as reading theatre with no scenskip day, Tuesday, May 17, which ery.
has been reestablished, after being ' Chase, who will take the title
eliminated last year.
role at tonight's performance, has
Freshman class president Pete played Octavius in the full-length
Kellogg, who gained faculty per- production of "Man and Supermission
for freshmen
to cut m a n " at the Hedgerow Theatre.
classes on t h a t day, stresses t h a t
J i m McKaye, who plays the
the p a r t y at Sanlando is not to be Devil, has had experience with
a date affair.
the Pasadena Playhouse. He is
"This is a day for all the fresh- the husband of Rollins student
men," Pres. Kellogg emphasized. Alyse McKaye.
"Its success depends on their parAssistant professor of English,
ticipation."
Trowbridge portrays the Statue.
Those freshmen who have cars He has previously appeared on
will furnish their own transpor- the A R T stage in productions of
tation from t h e college. A "shutle "The Doll's House" and "Macservice" will be provided for those beth."
who can't get rides.
A freshman, Dana Ivey has
Plans for the day include a appeared this year in "Guvs and
cook-out at the springs. Music Dolls," "A Chalk Garden," and
will be provided over the P.A. "Romanoff and Juliet." She has
system. The event will be free to had previous experience in sumall who have paid their freshmen mer stock.
class dues.
Following this evening's production of "Don J u a n in Hell"
there will be a discussion session.

Freshmen Plan
Skip Day Outing
At Sanlando

Rollins Initiates
New Study Clinic
For Freshmen
A clinic designed to improve
the study habits of entering
freshmen will be inaugurated at
Rollins this fall. The clinic will
be conducted by Rollins faculty
members and will be held the
week before orientation. All prospective freshmen are being informed of the program.
The clinic, inspired
by Pres.
Hugh McKean, is under the direction of Dr. Schiller Scroggs,
Dean of the College. There will
be seminars on the most efficient
use of the library, improvement
of reading skills through the use
' of the fully-equipped reading laboratory,, instruction in the techniques of listening and speaking,
self-analysis of written compositions, and suggestions for profitable note-taking.
Analyses of leadership activities, purpose and value of class
discussions, and the significance
of the Rollins conference system
STUDYING THE MUSIC they will perform at their junior recitals bring the clinic courses to nine.
According to President Mcthis week are Jim Page and Cliff Berry. Jim is a piano major, while
Kean, the goal of a liberal a r t s
Cliff is- majoring in the organ.
college is to develop the mind,
the body, and the spirit. This cannot be done successfully if the
student must surmount unnecessary obstacles from the beginning,
of his undergraduate days.
"We hope," he said, "that this
clinic will remove those obstacles."
Two junior
music
students, lude, Fugue and Variation," HonCliff Berry, organist, and Jim egger's "Fugue," and ..Dupre's
Page, pianist, will present ju- "Ave Maris Stella."
nior recitals this coming week.
Page will present his recital
Other students
in the
Rollins Friday, May 20, at 8:30 p.m. in
Conservatory will assist in the the Music Room at Martin Hall
programs. Berry is a student of and will be assisted by Barbara
Catharine Crozier Gleason, and Behm and Margaret Pederson, soPage is a student of John Carter. pranos, who will sing four duets
Campus Sing has been schedby Mendelssohn.
uled to be held Friday evening,
Berry, who will present his re
May 22, as 7:30 in the Student
cital Wednesday, May 18, at 8:30] Page will
begin his recital I Center patio. All sororities and
p.m. in Knowles Memorial Chap- program with two sonatas, Cle fraternities, except the X Club
el, will play a group of four or- menti's
"Sonata in C major, ! and the Kappa Alpha, have reggan works by old masters, "Trum- (The Hunt) and Beethoven's "So- istered to participate in the event,
pet Tune and Air" by Purcell, nata in G major, Op. 14, No. 2." sponsored on alternate years by
"Vom Himmel hoch da komm' ich He will play "Des Abends" from the Independent Women.
her" by Pachelbel,
and
"Von the "Fantasiestucke" of
SchuGott will ich nicht lassen" and mann and the "Spinning Song"
Each group will sing two num"Prelude, Fugue and Chaconne"
bers.
One is chosen by the chairfrom the "Songs Without Words"
by Buxtehude.
men and the other is selected by
of Mendelssohn.
the social group. The required
Sandra Wyatt, soprano, accomThe program will be concluded number for girls' groups is "Dedipanied by Janice Milburn, assiscation." Boys will sing "America,
tant organist at the Chapel, will with Chopin's "Waltz in A-flat the Beautiful."
major,
Op.
34,
No.
1"
and
Rachsing Mozart's Motet "Exutate JuJudging the groups on the basis
bilate" on the Wednesday even- maninoff's "Barcarolle" and "Huof balance, interpretation, ening program. Berry will conclude moresque."
semble appearance, and tone prothe recital with Franck's "PreBoth Berry and Page have par- duction are Robert Hufstader and
ticipated in musical activities on Lamar Simmons. The third judge
the campus. Berry has served as has not yet been selected.
vesper organist; Page is a memFreshman music majors Astrid
ber of the Chapel Choir and the Delafield and Margaret Pederson
are chairwomen of the music fete.
Rollins Music Guild.

Junior Music Students Berry, Page
To Present Organ, Piano Recitals

Plans Announced
For Campus Sing

•

Hendricksen Wins
Achievement Prize Six Honorary Organizations Elect
John Hendricksen, junior m a t h New Officers For Coming Year
and business major, h a s received
the Wall Street Journal Achievement Award for academic
achievement.
In a special ceremony held a t
the Center for Practical Politics
on May 2, Hendricksen was presented a citation
and a silver
medal by Dr. Paul Douglass who
cited him for "sound groundwork
in education," which he said is
preferable t o "academic creditseeking."
Hendricksen,
captain of
the
Rollins tennis team, was included
on the Winter T e r m Honor List.
After graduation from Rollins, he
plans to study accounting to become a C.P.A.
The Achievement Award, which
is presented by the Wall Street
Journal upon thje recommendation of Dr. Douglass, includes a
subscription to the Journal for
a year.

Winter Land Cleaners
Drive-In Teller Service
TWO

HOURS

ON A N Y

SERVICE

GARMENT

1011 Orange Ave.
Midway 4-2644

Six honorary organizations on,
t h e Rollins campus have announced their newly-elected officers
for the coming year.
The following
students
will
serve as presidents of the individual organizations: Sandra Wyatt, Libra; Tony Toledo, Omicron
Delta Kappa; Warren Keene, Key
Society; Leo Hansberry, Phi Society; John Harkness, Zeta Alpha
Epsilon; and Maggie Carrington,
Rollins Players.
• Jody Bilbo, newly-elected secr e t a r y - t r e a s u r e r of Libra will officiate with president W y a t t during the coming year. Miss Wyatt,
a junior music major, is a member of Chi Omega and an officer
of the Chapel Choir and the Mu-

sic Guild.
The men's honorary, ODK, has
elected John Harkness to the office of secretary. Toledo, president, is a junior pre-med major,
past . vice-president of
Student
Council, and past vice-president
of Lambda Chi Alpha.
Key Society president, Warren
Keene, an Independent business
administration major, is the assistant
organist
at
All
Saints
Church.
Phi Society has announced Mary Frances Amick as its secretary. Hansberry, Phi Society pres r
ident, is a junior, Independent,
and has done art work for both
the Flamingo and the Tomokan.

ABCs OF EUROPEAN
AUTO TRAVEL — - *
NEW 1960 EDITION. Gives costs, dimensions, performance of all
foreign cars; how to rent, lease or ship home; 8 pages of cart
(4$ models) in full color. Tells how to get free mileage chart,
kilometers-to-miles conversion fable, maps,, hotel guide, etc. Learn
how te save enough money on a foreign car to pay for your
trip to Europel Take up to 30 months to pay for your car.
NAME—_—————————
Address
- •
atT.

State

Ma]| coupon now
or present It to

y° u r

Travel A

9enK

Chi Omega and Delta Chi were
the winners of the 1958 Campus
Sing.

r

-«_.j.

RAY GREENE
REALTOR
ALUMNUS

j 112 Park Ave., S.

M l 7-2989

—*

3/4 LB. CLUB STEAK $1.25
With Baked Potato
Southern Fried

CHICKEN - 55c
With French Fries

Cafeteria

I

681 S. ORLANDO AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

AUTO-EUROPE
25 West 58th St., N. Y. 19
•
Plaza 2-2424
New York • Chicago • Beverly Hills • Seattle » Toronto

DEADLINE SET
Applications from students
who wish to be considered for
appointment as proctors in the
freshman
men's v dormitories
next year should be filed in
the Dean of Men's office on or
before Friday, May 20. The
application should be in the
form of a letter stating the
student's reasons for believing
that he is qualified to do this
kind of work.

Prizes will be awarded to the
fraternity and sorority winning
the competition.

HOURS: 11 AM.

to 2:30 P.M. and 4:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

Ample Parking Space
\
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By Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

SANDSPUR EDITORIALS

THE ONLY OUAY TO PLAY
BASEBALL RIGHT 16 10
USE TWO HANDS.'.

INTEREST IN CHEATING PROBLEM GROWS
Last Monday night, Student Council voted final acceptance of the proposed uniform method of dealing with cheating,
drawn up by the Academic Committee and
the Faculty Honors committee, by a vote

By Deb n' Air
Letters we would like to see written:
Dear Sir:
Please send 30 yards of wire screen, 20
gauge mesh, and 600 pen staffs. It seems
that the architect who designed our eating
establishment, which is known as the Beanery, Dining Hall, or Skillman's to some, has
made no provisions to keep flies away from
Beanery food, also known as Commons
food, and sometimes designated by nonprintable names. The purpose of this requisition is to provide 600 do-it-yourself shorthandled carbine action fly swatter kits.
It is not that we dislike flies, but we
believe, if they're going to die. it is more
humane to end their lives quickly with a
blow from a fly swatter than to see them
die before our eyes from food poisoning.
This fly-swatter is to be especially designed with a short handle to prevent students from swatting flies out of their own
territory.
Yours truly,
Chairman, Campus Improveemnts
Committee
Dear Madam:
It has come to my atention that your
daughter does not approve of wearing bermuda shorts to the Beanery. We therefore
regret to inform you that we find her to
be much too apathetic to fit into the Rollins family. Bermuda shorts are certainly
one of the most important issues upon the
Rollins campus, and we feel that if your
daughter is unwilling to support our persistent fight for such attire, she should be
withdrawn from school.
Yours truly,
The President of Panhellenic Council
Dear Sir:
I have recently heard of the proposed
Uniform Method of Dealing with Cheating
which has been the subject of much discussion in recent Student Council meetings.
I feel that the policy proposed to deal
with cheating is quite good in all respects
save one: it would seem to me the first
thing to strike anyone's eye upon reading
this policy would be the title, for this indeed is the depth to which most students
tend to explore literary material. Does the
word "dealing" imply it is necessary to
make deals with cheaters? It would seem, to
me that it does. And if people wish to drag
out discussion of this policy for such an
interminable length of time, I believe they
first should revise the title before going.on
to the more trivial details involved in the
subject matter of the statement.
Yours truly,
I. M. A. Cheat, LHD
Dear Sir:
Would you please send one l of your
steeplejacks to Rollins College to remove
a bicycle from a lamppost? Aside from the
fact that the bicycle is relatively useless
in its present position, it is a rather sloppily
done job and gives the Center Patio an unbalanced appearance. To do the job properly, posters should perhaps have been put
up advertising "All-College Bicycle Day,"
and certainly all the lampposts, rather than
just one, ought to have been decorated with
bicycles.
A Sandspur of about three years ago
shows a picture of a bicycle on top of the
flag pole. It is fortunate that the Rollins
student of today does not set his sights, so
high. Perhaps it is even more fortunate
that there are no ropes on the flag pole.
Yours truly,
A more-or-less anonymous bicycle owner

of 10-6. Previous to this, the proposal had
been tabled for two weeks in order that it
might be discussed with the rest of the
student body.
The fact that this policy generated so
much interest and discussion among the
students is almost as encouraging as its actual acceptance. Perhaps this is an indication that the student body will be ready to
approve an honor system when it is presented to them by the Honor System committee. At the least, it is to be hoped that it
shows enough interest on the part of the
students that there will not be a repeat of
the 1958 vote on the honor system question, when only 30 per cent of the student
body expressed an opinion at the polls.

*
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The uniform method of dealing with P e a n u t s is a r e g u l a r
cheating, as it was accepted by Council,
does not, by definition, create any real Faculty Forum
changes in the way cheating is now handled.
Its major purposes are two.

f e a t u r e of t h e Orlando E v e n i n g
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Atom With A Dream

First, as its title implies, it establishes
By ED SCHEER
a uniformity in the punishment for cheatBiology Instructor
ng offenses. Thus, it assures the student
caught cheating, by any professor in any
Once upon a time there was an atom of hydrogen. His name was
department of the school, just treatment; Sam. Sam lived in a water molecule with another hydrogen atom
and it enables him to know just what to and an atom of oxygen.
expect if a professor finds him cheating.
Sam looked and acted just like any other hydrogen atom. He
Secondly, it should improve the morale
of the college, and perhaps the student attitude toward cheating, to have faculty, administration, and students officially denounce cheating. With the acceptance of the
uniform method of dealing with such offenses, this attitude toward cheating is no
longer merely implied,, and the student cannot now fail to realize that cheating is not
tolerated.
. A number of students have expressed
the opinion that cheating is not now a major problem in classes at Rollins. This does
not mean, however, that we should sit back
and wait for it to become a problem before
something is done about it. Indeed, this is
quite possibly the best time to consider the
problem. While proposals dealing with
cheating are now less likely to meet with
resistance and resentment from the students, the extensive discussion of the recently-passed proposal, both within Council and, apparently, outside it, and perhaps
the high attendance at Council meetings,
show that there is no lack of student interest in the cheating problem.

Rollins Union
Needs Student Support
The Rollins Union last week
ficers and presented its request
tions to the Student Council, and
become an official organization
students, faculty, and staff.

elected offor allocait has now
of Rollins

While the main project of the group this
year will be to take over the work of Student Council's social committee in sponsoring the senior dance this month, during the
1960-61 school year the Rollins Union will
begin work on a broadened program of cocurricular activities for the college.

was very tiny, with the usual hydrogen equipment—one proton and
one electron. And like every other hydrogen atom he was generous
with what he had and he had a tendency to share his lone electron.
But, in one way, Sam was different. Sam had a dream. Sam was
in love with Brigitte Bardot, and despite the laughter and derision
of his friends, Sam was determined'to go but with her one day. The
more they told him t h a t Brigitte would never even look at a hydrogen
atom, the fiercer his determination became.
Sam was growing rather tired of his usual humdrum existence
—falling from a cloud to the earth and being evaporated right back
again with a few minor detours—when one day he fell into the soil
and found himself being taken prisoner by a root hair. Sam's molecule traveled quickly up a trachea, and before long he found himself
in a pallisade cell of a blade of grass. Here Sam, with his brother hydrogen atom, was forcibly separated from the oxygen atom, which
reunited with one of its own kind and hurried back tp the atmosphere.
Before they had time to think, they were quickly thrown in with
some carbon dioxide to form carbohydrate. Then again without having time to breathe, he was quickly incorporated into glucose and
then to cellulose.
In this form, Sam sat for several days as p a r t of a cell wall,
just relaxing and dreaming of his lady fair. Then suddenly, without
warning, he found himself dodging the teeth of a champion steer
and then sliding down his esophagus.
In the alimentary canal of this beast, Sam's cellulose molecule
was suddenly pounced upon by some protist and broken down, and
Sam found himself once more in a molecule of glucose.
This state did not last long either, but instead of being released
in the process of respiration, Sam Went through still another conversion—to a fatty acid, to an amino acid, to a protein—and as such, he
managed to find another quiet place, near our steer's backbone,
where he might sit and sigh over the girl of his dreams.
For a couple of days, Sam daydreamed, and it bothered him not
a t all when his steer was slaughtered and butchered/ He did feel a
little flush of pride when he realized that he was p a r t of a filet
mignon. For most atoms, this would have been enough, but Sam still
held fast to his dream of BB.
Sam's steak was sent to the best hotel in town, and prepared
by one of the world's greatest chefs. Then Sam suddenly found himself on the table, looking up at—his idol!
Breathless with ecstacy, Sam climbed eagerly onto her fork, and
soon he had been eaten, converted back to glucose, became part of a
glycerol molecule, then of a molecule of fat, and he dwelt joyfully on
Brigitte Bardot's shapely calf!
True, in a short time, he was reconverted to glucose, broken
down to elemental hydrogen, united with oxygen to form w a t e r ' a n d
breathed out of Brigitte's cute little nose as water vapor.
But still he was happy. For Sam was an atom with a dream, and
Sam's dream had been fulfilled.
* * * * * * *
I am a sneak. I have violated the "Faculty Forum Code." The above
prose was received earlier this year as one of the answers to a botany
test. My only significant comment concerning this rather unusual
bit of writing is an evahiation—an unqualified "A"!

Wednesday in the Student Center, students were asked to sign up for the committees which will be established to work
under the Union in achieving this goal. Any
All American Award
student interested in taking part in this
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Applications Available Next Week
For Fulbright, IACC Fellowships
Applications for Fulbright and
Inter-American Cultural Convention scholarships for the 1961-62
academic year will be available
May 20, the Institute of International Education has announced.

China, Colombia. Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, India, Iran, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Spain, Sweaen,
Turkey,
About 900 Fulbright scholarThailand,
the
United
Kingdom,
ships for graduate study or predoctoral research in 30 different and the United Arab Republic.
countries will be available. IACC
The IACC program covers Boscholarships for study in Latin livia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, CoAmerica will also be available. sta Rica, Cuba, the Dominican
The - H E administers both of Republic,
Ecuador,
Guatemala,
these programs for the U. S. De- Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicarapartment of State.
gua,, Panama, Paraguay, Pleru,
These scholarThe Fulbright scholarships cov- and Venezuela.
er travel, tuition, books, and ships cover transportation, tuimaintenance
for one academic tion, and partial to- full maintenyear, Countries participating in ance.
the program include Australia,
Requirements for both types of
Austria, Belgium and Luxem- scholarships include: 1) U. S. cibourg, Brazil, Chile, Republic of tizenship at time of application,
2) a bachelor's degree or its equivalent, 3) sufficient knowledge
of the language of the country to
Rollins Union • . .
carry out the study project and
communicate with the people of
(continued from page 1)
the country, and 4) good health.
tivities, and to sponsor a broad
program of co-curricular educaA good academic record and cation, recreation, and entertain- pacity for independent study are
ment for the College community; also necessary. Preference is giv(2) To serve as a tie binding fac- en to those applicants who have
ulty, students, and alumni; (3) not previously lived or studied
To aid in establishing a cultural abroad. Applicants are also repattern
which will distinguish quired to submit a plan of proRollins students."
posed study for t h e year.
The charter calls for a governApplications for the scholaring body, called the Rollins Union
ships
will be accepted until NoBoard of Managers, whose duty
it is to act as a liaison between vember 1, 1960. Requests for apFaculty, the Student Council, and plications must be postmarked bethe Union. This Board is a self- fore October 15. Interested students now enrolled
at Rollins
perpetuating group.
should consult Dr. Wendell Stone,
Below this Board, is another campus Fulbright adviser.
group, the Rollins Union Program
Board. This group is composed of
the committee heads of the various standing and temporary comLibra . . .
mittees.
"In order for the Rollins Union
(continued from page 1)
to be the dynamic organization we
interior
decoration of Elizabeth
hope it to be, it m u s t have the
strong backing of the entire stu^ Hall.
dent body," Pres. Sutliff told stuIn 1957 the students recognized
dents Wednesday morning in t h e Mrs. McKean's contributions t o
Center. "The way you can support the college by dedicating the Tothis undertaking is to become a mokan to her. "Her deep interest
member and a , worker on these and great affection for Rollins
committees. There are organiza- established Jeanette Genius Mctions in the Union to interest al- Kean an honored place in the
most everybody on the campus, hearts of the Rollins family," the
and if there are any we have Tomokan dedication stated.
missed, we will be more than happy to include them in the organiAssociate professor of history
zation."
Dr. Drinkwater joined the Rollins
The Student Council has turned faculty in 1952. She holds A.B.
over its social committee to the and B.S. degrees from the UniUnion, and the first undertaking versity of Missouri and M.A. and
of this unit is the Senior Dance Ph.D. degrees from the University
of Chicago.
later this month.

Since coming to Rollins, Dr.
Drinkwater has served on several
faculty committees. She is currently a member of the Faculty
Honors
Committee.
She
has
served on the Chapel Staff and
presently is adviser to Key Society, Rollins highest academic
Today, May 13, is t h e last day honorary.
that manuscripts may be submitted to be considered for publicaOther members of Libra are setion in the spring I960 issue of niors Sarah Barber, Jody Boulthe Flamingo, editor John Hickey ware, Margaret Carmichael, Marireminds students. The works used lyn Dupres, Beth Halperin, Owen
in the literary magazine are se- McHaney, Anita Tanner, and Julected from those submitted by lie Van Pelt; junior Sandra Wythe Flamingo editorial board.
att, and faculty members Clara
The spring Flamingo will be Adolfs, Nina Dean,, Sara J a n e
circulated in students' mailboxes Dorsey, Cynthia Eastwood, and
during the final week of the term. Jan Patton.

Flamingo
Deadline

Entry
Today
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Play Review —c

Student Directed 'Six For Tonight'
Among Best Of Seasons Productions
By SANDY McENTAFFER standing job of displaying the ting women in movie theatres,
Sandspur Staff
famous
Stanislovsky
"method." was beautifully conveyed with all
Drama returned to the
Fred Stone ' Theatre this
week with the presentation
Tuesday
and
Thursday
nights of "Six for Tonight,"
a group of five scenes from
major Broadway hits.
Six students of the advanced
acting class—Mary Jane Strain,
Chuck Morley, Nelle Longshore,
Stephen I^ane, Jean Cook, and
Kay Leimbacher—did an out-

Exhibit Includes
Sargent Sketches
In ChalL Charcoal
An exhibition of charcoal and
chalk drawings by John Singer
Sargent; one of America's best
known painters, opened at the
Morse Gallery of A r t recently.
The exhibition is under the sponsorship of the Corcoran Gallery
in New York.
The 28 drawings on display are
those,of male and female figures,
horses, heads
and
expressive
movements. The show, the last
one in this year's series, will continue through May 30.
According i^o Dr. Janis Silins,
Director of the Gallery, the charcoal drawings are the prototypes
of the murals that Sargent designed for the rotunda of the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts and
the Boston Public Library. They
represent only a part of the work
t h a t the artist did while working
on the two projects.
The drawings show how a famous artist painstakingly studies
the different elements of his pictures and how he explores the different possibilties of expression.
The drawings now on exhibition were given the Corcoran Gallery by Sargent's sisters, Mrs.
Francis Ormand and Miss Emily
Sargent.
The exhibition is open daily
from 2-5 p.m.

A REMINDER
Students who have subscriptions to magazines and newspapers are reminded that it
requires four to six weeks to
have the address to which
these
periodicals
are
sent
changed for the summer. Due
to the shortage of space, the
Rollins post office cannot be
responsible for magazines over
the summer months.
Change of address cards to
be sent to publishers are available at the post office upon
request.

Completely student conceived, acted, and directed, each ~ scene was
given a short introduction by Arthur Wagner.
The first scene, from "Dark
at the Top of the Stairs," saw
Mary Jane Strain and Kay Leimbacher playing the roles of two
sisters, both unhappily married.
The scene, one of tremendous impact, was treated excellently by
both girls. A rather
ticklish
theme, even for modern audiences, of sexual unfulfillment, was
handled with an insight which
gave credit to the acting training
the girls have received.
Kay returned again to play
Chuck Morley's mother in "Glass
Menagerie," in a tense scene
which was for the most part
Chuck's. He did a more than credible job of portraying the young
man beset by emotional tensions,
and Kay handled the age problem
nicely.
In a part not so very different
from this, Chuck played the dope
addict Johnny in "Hatful of
Rain." This was the role that Ben
Gazarra created
on Broadway,
and again Chuck turned in an excellent performance. In this scene
he was very ably supported by
Jean Cook, as the wife left in the
dark by her husband's addiction.
The star performance of the
night, however, was turned in by
Steve Kane, in his portrayal of
the most dissimilar personalities
of the Major of "Separate Tables"
and Stanley Kowalski in "Streetcar Named Desire." The character of the Major, a sexually maladjusted man accused of moles-

Seven Tapped For Membership
In Theatre Honorary Last Week
Seven new members were teken
into Rollins Players last week.
They were Ralph Oestricher, Gary
Brouhard, J. J. Mautner, Mike
Hergwig, Linda C o k e , Bonnie
MacSwan, and Ann Lynn Kettles.
Rollins Players, local theatre
honorary, is composed of students
who have done outstanding work
in dramatics. The organization
chooses its members on the basis
of their contribution to theatre
productions, either onstage or
backstage.
Oestricher, a senior, has appeared this year in major roles
in "Guys and Dolls" and "Romanoff
and Juliet." Brouhard, a
sophomore, was seen this year in
"Romanoff and Juliet" and in
"Macbeth."
Mautner, a junior, has worked
backstage on a number of productions. Herwig appeared this
year in "Macbeth." He is a sophomore.
Miss Coke and Miss MacSwan

THE TOGGERY
Ph. MI 7-3239

342 Park Ave.. S.

Annual May Sale

Visit

the
psychological
undertones
which make him a person worthy
of pity rather than contempt. At
the opposite end of the pole, the
Stanley Kowalski
which
made
Brando famous was played with
all the animal fervour and overfloAv of emotion which the part
requires. Yet in the relationship
between
Stanley and his wife
Kane succeeded in introducing a
note of underlying
tenderness
which gave his character the
depth necessary for the "real"
performance.
Kane had support from Misses
Strain, Longshore, and Cook in
the two scenes, which complemented his roles perfectly. Nelle, especially, played the part of the
near-mad Blanche to the hilt.
After the performances Directors Wagner and Chase moderated an audience-student discussion
of the plays, intended to give the
audience a chance to understand
better the method of teaching
employed at Rollins, the preparation—both long-range and curtain—of the students for the
stage, and the relation of the
playwright's work to the actor's
interpretation. Members of t h e
faculty, as well as community
people, raised questions for the
student actors which threw considerable light on what our thea
t r e is producing and why.
These productions were some of
the best seen this season—and
the scenes presented only whet
the appetite for more of this type
of work. Undoubtedly we will see
more in the forthcoming Directing
Class plays... we hope so.

have both done backstage work
on many productions in the Annie
Russell Theatre. Miss Kettles, a
sophomore Theatre Arts major,
was seen this year as Lady Macduff in "Macbeth."
The Rollins Players have also
held elections recently. Maggie
Carrington is the new president;
Bob Haines is vice-president; and
Mary Jane Strain is secretary.

TiRE
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Madras Bermudas

$ 8.95 Sale
$10.95 Sale

$ 6.88
$ 8.88

STEAK n SHAKE

Madras Sportcoats

$35.00 Sale

$27.88

Puritan Banlons

$ 8.95 Sale

$ 6.83

818 S. ORLANDO AVE.
WINTER PARK

Chemise LaCosne

$ 8:50 Sale

$ 6.88

$39.50 Sale

$32.50

Burgess Tire

Dacron & Wool
$55.00 Sale
Natural Shoulder Suits
MANY OTHER STYLES

$44.50

Company

Madras Sportshirts

QUICK COURTEOUS CURB SERVICE
COUNTER, DINING ROOM
CARRY OUT SERVICE

Dacron & Cotton
Poplin Suits

Now you can get new tire performance, mileage and safety with our
guaranteed retread tires! What'*
more, you save up to $15 per tire!
Available in all popular sizes, tube
or tubeless, whitewalls or black.
ONLY QUALITY MOHAWK TREAD
RUBBER AND FIRST CLASS TIRE
BODIES USED!

211 W. Fairbanks Ave.
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Alter Year In Scotland, Sarah Barber
Finds Small Classes 'Intensely Exciting'
By JODY FRUTCHEY
Sandspur Staff
T.G.I.F. again! This was the theme of the little get-together a t
Green's Groves last Friday afternoon. Those present were people who
believe t h a t Friday afternoons are designed especially to provide a
time for 'relaxation and recuperation from the week's exhausting
travels down the > a t h of knowledge.

"I think Rollins is terrific," states English major
Sarah Barber emphatically.
"There was the usual disillusiononent that every college student goes through,
the feeling of being bogged
down, and the belief that no
more stimulation e x i s t s .
However, after my return
from Scotland, I discovered
the intense stimulation Rollins' small classes can offer,
along with the relaxed atmosphere."
Sarah studied last year at the
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, after three years at Rollins.
She then returned to. Rollins to
finish her studies.
"I have found this year highly
satisfactory in every way," Sarah
continued. "Much of this is due to
the sound background in English
I've received and the stimulation
of a few professors and their
classes. These professors I will
remember most about Rollins College. They helped me change my
outlook and appraisal of college;
they helped me acquire a love for
knowledge and books; and they
helped me gain self-confidence."
Originally from New York, Sarah has worked for Look magazine
for the past few summers and
plans to work on their editorial
staff or research staff upon graduation from Rollins.
Two great loves of Sarah's are
books and music. She enjoys both
reading and writing and has contributed many works to the Flamingo. She recently had a poem
accepted for the National Anthology of College Poetry, and in
1957 she tied for first place in
the Orlando Poetry Contest.
A member of the Chapel Choir,
she commented thoughtfully, "I
was originally a music major, so
I enjoy singing in the Choir. I
greatly cherish the afternoon rehearsals on Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Chapel, because they

President's R e p o r t . . .
(continued

from

page

2)

I have worked with Bob Fleming
on many committees and I know
what a hard worker he is. I am
sure he will do a very creditable
job as president. He was elected
by a slim majority and should
be sure that he represents all the
different areas
of the student
body well. John Harkness and
Jean Abendroth were elected by
wide majorities. They will show
they deserve such trust.
You have good leaders, and I
hope jbhat Cjoulncjil can flollfow
them well.
Rollins means a lot to me, and
none the less because of Council
My experience in Council has been
very rewarding and *good training. I will never be able to repay
the debt I have to the student
body for giving me the opportunity to serve them in the capacity
of president of the Rollins Student Association. Thank you.

TERM PAPER TIME finds English Major Sarah Barber surrounded
by reference works and note cards. Sarah studied last year at the
University of Scotland in Edinburgh.
give me a chance to sing, to col- knew English would be my malect my thoughts, and to meditate jor."
in the serenity of the Chapel."
A member of Libra, Sarah' has
"Before I became an English been on the Dean's i List and the
mlajor, I moreijor-less stumbled Term Honor List and has taken
from one subject to another to part in the program 6f indepenlocate the right field," Sarah dent reading for honors. A past
stated. "Finally I registered for president of Phi Mu sorority, she
a certain English course and en- is now an inactive member.
joyed the course so much that I
Sarah's t r i p to the University
of Edinburgh was her third visit

Choral Vespers
Bring In $112

to Europe. She has also traveled
outside the United States to Mexico and Canada.

After first leaving Rollins, the
Money collected at the Choral
Vesper service last Sunday, May idea of a big university appealed
8, amounted to $112.72, an increase of $12 over the preceding to Sarah, but, as she recalls, "It
year's program.
shattered my dreams." The UniAfter the expense of the pro- versity of Edinburgh was so large
grams is deducted, proceeds from
the collection will go to the choir that the classes, all lectures, had
fund.
400 or 500 students present.
Choral Vespers was originated
"It was after this experience
as a means of earning money for
choir expenses. However, in re- that I decided to return to Rolcent
yeais the
money-making
aspect of the program has been lins. I also realized how intensely
deemphasized, and the Choral exciting the small classes can be."
Vesper service has become a
spring term goal of the choir and
an opportunity for the college and
the community to hear the choir
perform.

At other places last weekend, the relaxation was not so complete.
For example, at the Lambda Chi Pelican, the World Championship
Ping Pong Tournament was in progress. Ruth Lynn Whittaker went
home for Mother's Day, though, so Louie and John Hughes went
canoeing (!) Friday night.
Rick Hariton and Larry Struble have registered a complaint with
the Gamma Phi's concerning certain fleas in the lodge. Seems that
a stray c a t ' slept on the couch one night and two trips from the
exterminator have not been able to eradicate the effects of his (or
her ?) visit.
Ned Rippingille has given Judy Illges another Delta Tau Delta
pin to replace the one lost in Nassau. He couldn't just mislay
the pin or wash it down the drain of a sink, but had to be different.
Don't ask!
The Grapevine staff nominates Nick Longo for the award of
Most Hard-working "Coffee, Tea or Milk" Man-of-the-Week. This will
be a regular feature from now on; your suggestions for the award
can be mailed to Ferment, care of the Sandspur, by Sunday for the
following week, along with any other news-worthy items .
Ralph Oestricher's Vespers talk was well-attended. Seen on the
first row were Candy, Sandy, Lynn, Anne, Lis; and Jane. Ralph was
the true Southern Gentleman and wrote thank-you notes to them all!
Pinned: Berry Barnes (Club) to Anne Stocking, (Pi Phi)
Engaged: Bill Shirah (Club) !!! to Frances, from Georgia
Tom Miller (KA) and F r a n Guilden (Pi Phi)
Tapped, pledged and Initiated: (to Lambda Kappa Pi)
Janie Feise
Peppy Standart
Sue Sanders
Gena Pendergast
Lynn Snyder
Ned Rippingille
Libby Scales
Sandy Holbrook
Mike Watson
Marty England
Jody Boulware
Walter Worth
Anne Powell
Bill McCloud
Mel Nevergall
Andrea Avery
H a p Turner
Frank Hogan
Chari Probasco
J a y Banker
Burnam McLeod
Anne Stocking
Jim McDermott, III John Looby
Ginger Cornell
John Berliner
Phil Scott
Kaye Leimbacher
Ralph Oestricher
Tom Miller
Julie Smith
Dick Johnston
Anita Tanner, Grand High Stewer, conducted the ceremonies in presence of other members: J. P . Palmer, Dale Montgomery, Stan Moress,
Bob Lerner, Bruce McEwan, Bob Humphrey (alumni member), and
Nancy Haskell (alumni advisor). The parties after ceremonies were
in keeping with the spirit of the fraternity.
Comment of the week, heard from young maiden upon leaving
Morse A r t Gallery: "Why didn't anybody ever teach Sargent how to
draw a fig l e a f ? "

LAKE SHORE COURT
Winter Park, Fla.
MEMBER QUALITY COURTS
A.A.A. — DUNCAN HINES

On Beautiful Lake Killarney

EARN OVER $1000 THIS SUMMER

FAIRBANKS
AUTO SERVICE
511 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Midway 7-2934

STUDENTS AND TEACHERS NEEDED AS DEALERS LOCALLY
AND IN YOUR OWN HOME TOWN. USE OF CAR REQUIRED.
Bob Dice in Youngstown. Ohio made $500
one week, as much as many students earn
all year.

Individual Hair Styling

LEDA BEAUTY SHOP
131 Lincoln Ave., Winter Park, Fla. Postal Bldg. MI 4-8707

ornia won a $500 scholarship for sales last
summer of over $6,000.
Beverly Coleman of

Going Home Soon?
. . . Bring Us Your Surplus Clothing, Shoes, hats, bags,
Jewelry and household items — We Pay Cash

Nearly New Shop
701 W. Fairbanks

Michigan sold over

$1,000, and Ed Milligan had a $1,000 week
this fall to top off a fine summer of sales

and profits. Ed is a student at the Robert
Morris College in Pittsburgh,
m.™.
, ..
mere are opportunities for more College
dealers in 1960 and we are looking for interested young men and women.
As the world leader in its field, our Company has a background of $100,000,000 annual sales by dealers and a reputation of
top quality merchandise.

For Details, Write, Wire, or Phone
Mr. Don De Land

COLLEGE DIVISION, STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS
Westfield,

Mass.
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Hobbies

Rail Fan Rod Chabot Likes 'Anything
On Tracks/ Prefers Steam Engines
By SUE REYNOLDSEN
Sandspur Staff

of trains t h a t he has taken himself. Some were even taken from
trains he was riding on at the
time. "There were open gondola
cars especially for photographers.
You just snap the engine in action as the train rounds a curve "
says Rod. He likes the color
slides best because "they make
you feel like you're really there."
Rod even has hi-fi records of
steam
locomotives
and
train
sounds. "When I miss a train or
haven't been on one for a long
time, I just put on a record and
it brings back happy memories."
When asked why he preferred
steam engines to diesels, Rod replied, "A diesel looks just like a
car on tracks but a steam engine
chugs and snorts and puts out
smoke. A steam engine has character!"
"I imagine some people think
it is rather unusual to have a
hobby of trains, I don't think
they realize how big the National
Railway Historical Society is. It
is a national organization with
chapters all over the country—
just like a sorority or fraternity.
We don't like to brag though,"
says Rod, "We just go quietly
around watching trains.
That's
why we're so obscure."
Rod's slogan is "fly"and die."
"I never take a plane unless I
have to," says Rod. "Of course I
have flown occasionally to check
up on the competition."

Rollins

Sandspur

Seven

Kappa Takes Women's Swim Meet,
Places In A l l Events Except Diving

The Kappa's displayed their ex- Nini Thompson has placed first
excellent swimming talent at the in the diving exhibition. Jo Ann the Chi O's third and the Theta's
"I guess my interest in trains
women's meet last Sunday. De- Wagner (Chi O) placed second, fourth.
started, when I was about ten,"
The "R" Club recently released
fending champions, the Theta's, Nancy Harding (Pi Phi) third,
says Rod Chabot. "I took a trip
the 1960 members of the varsity
were
not
able
to
offer
much
comwith my cousin to Brewster, New
and Sue Reynoldsen (Theta) was
petition to the spirited Kappa fourth. The Kappa's won the re- swimming team. The elected memYork and rode in one of the early
swimmers. The winning team, the lay race their time being 1:37:00, bers are: Julie Meers, Owen Mcsteam engines. Right then I knew
Kappa's placed in every swim- while the Pi Phi's placed second, Haney, Sylvia DuBois, Sid Burt,
that I was destined to be a rail
Pat Ganson and Nini Thompson. .
ming
race of the day and in
fan."
several instances two Kappa's
For many years
after that,
captured top positions in the same
Rod's passion for trains was
race.
thwarted to the cellar of his
25 Y a r d Freestyle: Julie
house where he kept his electric
Meers (KKG); Owen McHaney
train layout. When he moved to
(Chi O) ; Bonnie MacMillan (Chi
Vero Beach, Florida, however, he
O ) ; Carol Weise (Gamma Phi).
As the termination of the wo- McSwan, Joyce Whitten,
started riding in the cabs of
Jerri
16.8.
men's intramural program' draws Sessions, Joan Pinkerton, Betsy
freight trains. The trains had
50
Yard
Freestyle:
Pat
Gancloser, the Theta's and Kappa's
steam engines, which a r e Rod's
Ginny
son (KKG); Sid Burt (Pi P h i ) ; are struggling for the number Harshaw, Gayle Jordan,
preference, and he spent many
Willis, Jean Abendroth and Babs
Owen
McHaney
(Chi
O
)
;
Sue
one position. At present the The- Bertash.
happy hours riding freight trains
Sue Curtis (Theta).
ta's have 681 intramural points,
just for the fun of it.
In the round-robin of volley25 Yard Back Stroke: Sid while the Kappa's are close beWith his driver's license came
Burt, (Pi P h i ) ; Dee Stedron hind with 668% points. Other ball games played, the Thetas
a new era in Rod's career a s a
(KG);
Julie Meers
(KKG); group
standings are: Phi Mu have remained undefeated with
rail fan. Three summers ago he
Carol Weise (Gamma Phi) and 552 V2, Gamma Phi Beta 409%, a 4 win no loss record. Recent
volleyball scores are:
drove to Montreal where they still
Bonnie McSwan (Chi O) tied Chi Omega 382%, Alpha
Phi
have steam engines. In Montreal
for fourth place. 18.9.
380%, Pi Beta Phi 378% and the Indies def. Phi Mu—15-3, 10-5
he rode in the cab of a steam
25 Yard Breastroke: Sylvia Indepndent women 375 points.
Pi Phi def. Gam. Phi—14-5,
engine of a commuter train which
DuBois (Phi M u ) ; Ginny CampActivities included in the above
9-12, 14-7
was taking people to work. When
bell
(KKG);
Sue
C u r t i s totals are basketball,
softball,
Phi
Mu
def.
Chi
O—13-8,
8-14,
he asked, if he might hold the
T h e t a ) ; Linda Quails (KKG). tennis, archery and swimming.
13-9
throttle for a minute, the engi19.4:
The outcome of the volleyball Indies def. Pi Phi—11-9, 6-12,
neer jumped out of his chair,
Plunge for Distance: Sylvia games and remaining golf match12-10
pushed Rod into it, and said,
DuBois (Phi M u ) ; Ann Smith es will determine the winner of Alpha Phi def. Gam. Phi—11-8,
"You be the. engineer."
Gamma
Phi);
Pat
Ganson the O'Brian trophy.
11-9
( K K G ) ; Diane Scott (Chi O).
"It gave me quite a feeling of
Women tried their luck at ar- Theta def. Kappa—6-10, 15-2,
Sylvia's
best
plunge
was
55
importance," admits
Rod,
"to
chery this past week-end and the
13-2
feet.
know that I was in control of all
Theta team, Jeanne Deemer and Theta def. Al. Phi—10-8, 14-7
For the second consecutive year Linda Hicklin, walked away with Chi O def. Indies—13-11, 15-2
that power and t h a t it was up to
me to get all those people to
top honors. The participants shot Alpha Phi def. Pi Phi—12-9,
L
work t h a t morning."
-a qualifying and final Columbia
6-11, 15-6
round which is 24 arrows-50 Theta def. Phi Mu—14-5, 5-13,
His next trip was to Roanoke,
yards, 24 arrows-40 yards and 24
Virginia, which was one of the
15-0
arrows-30 yards.
few places in the United States
Gamma Phi def. Kappa—11-7,
that still had steam engines. Rod
Miss Deemer was the individual
6-12, 12-10
did not have a chance to play boy
high scorer with 361 points giv- Kappa def. Chi O—7-14, 14-7,
.engineer again, but he rode on
By JULIA HATCHETT
sports. The cheater is also a non- ing the winning Theta's a total
15-2
a steam powered train t h a t was
veteran and is fully supported by of 496 points. The Phi Mu's placed
(From the Daily Texan)
The
varsity
Water-ski
team
was
chartered especially for rail fans.
his parents or similar sources. second with 450 points. Other
(UPS) At TCU a young coed The most cheating was found a- high
One summer ago Rod returned
individual
scorers
were chosen at the recent "R" Club
McHaney,
to Canada for a convention of the walked into one of her classes mong
students with a grade- Rocky Crockwell 302, Gayle Jor- meeting and Owen
National Railway Historical So- for the first time during the point average between 1.0 and 2. dan 258 and Judy Carl 222; these June Worthington, Sue Morgangirls and Miss Deemer
were thaler, Sue Curtis, Madge Best,
ciety. There were 1000 rail fans spring semester. Noticing a young on the three-point system.
Betsy Reuter, and Charlotte Proman
with
whom
she
was
acquainnamed
to
the
varsity
archery
at the three day affair which inbasco are the new members.
The importance of getting a de- team.
cluded an all day ride behind an ted sitting on the back row, she
Varsity tennis team was anold, historical steam engine, a ; said h£lk) and started to sit, gree has been so emphasized that
Although al l final golf matches
tour of t h e largest locomotive down. Then she stopped and ask- the manner in which it is obtained have not been played, the cham- nounced and this year's members
works in Canada, and a trip from ed, "Do you cheat?" "Well, yes," has been forgotten. The impor- pionship flight winner, has been are: Owen McHaney, Julie Van
Toronto to Niagara Falls, where he admitted. "Good," was her re- tance of the grade average in- determined. Judy Jones captured Pelt, Janie Feise, Lynn Egry,
he toured the Niagara
Falls ply as she sat down beside him. stead of the knowledge has also the golf title after defeating Jer- Rocky Crockwell, Bonnie Stewart,
been blamed for the practice 'of
Round House. "I also looked a t
ri Sessions in a close match which Julie Smith and Amelia Hunt.
This incident from The Skiff cheating. A big problem lies in ended 2 and 1 in favor of Miss
the Falls," Rod admits.
the fact that even the honest stuHe spent one day in Toronto at TCU is not fictitious—nor are dents will not report a cheater; Jones. Miss Jones' winning score
hundreds
of
others
just
like
it
on
was 78 while Miss Sessions' was
just riding Toronto trolleys all
a tattletale is not popular.
Do you like to
very close -with a 81.
over the city. "Well," says Rod, campuses across the nation. The
problem
of
cheating
or
"intellec"they run on tracks, don't t h e y ? "
The
varsity
golf
team
has
been
Many
students
justify
their
widespread
dine by Candlelight
Rod is interested in anything that tual dishonesty" is
cheating by saying that it is okay chosen and the following girls
runs on tracks and even in the and is causing great concern. Alare
members:
Judy
Jones,
Bonnie
in a quaint
tracks themselves. When - he was most every college newspaper has to cheat in a dull class because
deplored
the
situation,
taken
the instructor who appears to be
studying trains in Europe, he was
atmosphere? . . . Take
>o^
surprised to find t h a t the tracks polls, offered solutions, suggested disinterested and not alert de- /P°<
punishments,
or
decided
who
is
in Spain were five feet a p a r t inyour date to
serves to be cheated.
stead of 4 ' 8 % " as they are in t h e to blame.

Theta, Kappa Battle For IM Trophy;
Spring Varsity Teams Selected

Cheating Forms Problem In Colleges,
Universities Throughout Nation

1

United States.
A t UCLA a poll of all students
Rod has a collection of thou- showed t h a t 49 per cent cheated.
sands of color pictures and slides The poll defined the typical campus cheater as an undergraduate
under 21, likely to be a student of
business administration, education,
or one of the biological sciences.
The cheater is single, most likely
to be in a fraternity or sorority,
and is in some phase of student
Any student interested in ob- government
or
intercollegiate
taining summer employment in
Europe this coming summer is
urged to apply immediately to
the World Student Service, Weserstrasse
31,
Frankfurt/Main,
Germany.
Employment is available with
American and European firms,
on farms, and a t various resorts.
Pay is not high, but will cover
all expenses plus pocket money.
Assistance can be given applicants
for greatly reduced transportation to and from Europe.

Europe Employment
Opportunities Open

A swimming team member due
to graduate in June from the University of Kentucky was suspended from school for taking a chemi s t r y final for a fraternity brother, the third quiz he had taken
for him during the semester. His
overall standing for four years
of work was a 2.9 grade average
before he was' suspended, t h a t

IHOWARD T. POWELL!
PHOTOGRAPHER

Aquino's

Phone MI 4-8136

Kitchen

513 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida

Portraits of
Distinction
Photographed
in
Direct Color

tVT

LBr\&J&R.

T H E FIRST C H E E R L E A P E R

Complete Laundry
and Dry-Cleaning
Shirts, Trousers
and Blouses Our
Specialty,
4 Hour Service

WINTER PARK
LAUNDRY
1 Block From

School

B. C. has recently been published in booh form by Funk & Wagnalls,

under the title, "Hey, B. C . f

Italian a n d

American

food at their best. For a
perfect ending to your
dinner....
Spamoni, Cheese Cake,
Biscuit Tortoni,
Zabaglione, Baked Alaska
2306 N . Orange A v e .
Hours 4:30 to 12:00
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Rollins Golfers
Conclude Season
With Athens Loss

Tar Skiers To Take Part
In Southeastern Tourney

The Tar golfers concluded a
successful season at the Southern
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
at Athens, Georgia, with a 12
win, three loss, and one tie record
for the season.
In
the
team
championship,
Louisiana State University dethroned the N.C.A.A. champions,
the University of Houston. Led by
Dan Essig, who lost in the playoff to Cobby Ware of Georgia,
the Louisiana State team beat
Houston for the first time in five
years of tournament play. The
tournament had representatives
from the top 35 golf colleges in
the United States.
- Rollins was paced by Jay Dolan, with rounds of 76-69-73-74,
and Dick Diversi with rounds of
76-74-73-77. The other three Rollins linksmen, Roland Lamontagne, Tagg Boman, and Bob Lerner didn't make the 36 hole cutoff. Another casualty was Richard Crawford of Houston, the
U.S. Collegiate Champion, who
also failed to make the cut-off.
Coach Dan Nymicz again enjoyed an excellent season and is TRICK SKIER Barth Engert is a member of the varsity water ski
hoping for freshman aid next team which will take part tomorrow in the Southeastern Inter-colleyear to replace Diversi, Boman, giate Water Ski Tournament at Cypress Gardens.
and Lerner.
SPORTS AGENDA
Crew—The Rollins crew left
Wednesday for Philadelphia
to compete in the Dad Vail
Regatta tomorrow.
Water Ski—Men's and Women's
varsity . water
ski
teams will compete tomorrow in the all-day Southeastern Intercollegiate
WaterSki Tournament at Cypress
Gardens.
Rollins
students
admitted free.
Tennis—Tomorrow Tar netters
meet the University of Miami team in Coral Gables, in
their last match of the season.
.
Men's
Intramurals—Softball:
The intramural tournament
will finish next week, with
teams one and four playing
this
afternoon,
two
and
three on Monday, and one
' and four on Tuesday in the
Sandspur bowl.
Ping-pong: Four intramural
ping-pong games are scheduled for Tuesday, May 17,
on the TKE and Sigma Nu
tables. Sigma Nu will play
the Independents; the TKE's
meet the Delta Chi players;
KA will oppose Lambda Chi;
and Faculty plays X Club.
H |o{ r s * si h o e Tournament:
With four games scheduled
for today, the
semi-finals
will be held on Monday, May
16, and the finals will take
place Wednesday.
Women's Intramurals—Volleyball: On May 16, the Independents play the Kappa's;
Gamma Phi meets Chi O;
Alpha Phi plays Phi Mu,
and Chi O opposes Pi Phi.
Indies vs Gamma Phi, Kappa vs Pi Phi, Theta vs. Phi
Mu, and Alpha Phi vs. Chi O
are the games scheduled for
Wednesday.
rpo<

0 WINTER PARK 0
DRIVE-EN S
0

THEATRE
JNorth of Gateway

0

Q

T h u r s . - Sat.

o

0 Some Like It Hot
Marilyn Monroe
jj Hole In The Head (c)
o
Frank Sinatra
Ed. G. Robinson
o Rockabye Bear & Fox News
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After setting a record in
Tampa last Saturday to become Florida State champions, the Tar oarsmen left
Wednesday for Philadelphia
to try their skill in the biggest race in Dad Vail Regatta history.
Eighteen varsity, , six junior
varsity, and 10 freshman crews
will compete for top honors in
the Saturday race.
Under the coaching of U. T.
"Brad"
Bradley,
Rollins
has
come close to winning the Dad
Vail Regatta for several seasons,
placing second or third in most
of the races in which they have
competed there, and sometimes
losing by only a few inches.
Hoping that this will be their
year for a victory or two in Philadelphia, both the varsity and
junior varsity crews go to Dad
Vail with near-unblemished records. The varsity was outrowed
only ence, by a strong LaSalle
crew, and the JV's have won all
of. their seven races.
Competing last weekend against
Florida crews in the Florida State
Regatta in Tampa, the Tars took
the state rowing championship
crown in the fastest time ever
rowed over the mile and 5/16
course.
Rollins edged out Jacksonville
by a half length in 6:45.5 seconds.
Tampa University, the defending
champion, placed third, a length

>r><

->n<

back, while the Florida Southern
College crew was in last place.
The junior varsity crew made
it Rollins' day all around by winning their race with a time of
6:55.4 seconds. Tampa took second
place, Jacksonville was third, and
the Florida Southern JV's placed
last.
The Tar lineup, both for the
Tampa race and tomorrow's Dad
Vail includes Ed Rupp, stroke;
Tim Morse, seven; Whit Ohase,
six; Jim Lyden, five;, Art McGonigle,
four:
Bill
Kintzing,
three; Dennis Kamrad, two; and
Bob Carlson, bow.
The undefeated Rollins JV's are
J a y Banker, stroke; Sid Chase,
seven; Bob Anderson, six; Larry
Strimple, five; Peter Davenport,
four; Bill Houston, three; Jim
McDermott, two; and Bob Todd,
bow. Jerry Thompson will coxswain both races.
75>o<=3>0<
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Greystone Manor
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510 S. Orange Ave.
Winter Park

DIAMONDS

n

WATCHES

J. CALVIN MAY

4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

Jeweler
Winter Park's Oldest

!

We Do Our Own Engraving
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
352 Park Ave. S.

THE CAMEO
Alterations for Men
176 W. Lyman Ave., (next to fire station) W. P.
Phone MI 4-6324
Mary Sanders

U
J

£\+fr

WPRK

U

U

Library
Receives
Technology Books

j Hotel Rooms, Kitchenettes, Apts.fl

Fine Dressmaking, Designing, and Restyling

l

With the Southeastern InterThe team is hoping that a large
collegiate Water-ski Tournament segment of the student body will
only one day away, the final var- take advantage of the free adsity teams have been chosen.
mission tomorrow at C y p r e s s
Gardens and come down and supSuzie Morganthaler will be ski- port the team. The team will leave
ing slalom and tricks for the this morning for and afternoon of
girls. She will be backed up on practice and the tournament beslalom with Chari Probasco, Betsy g-ins tomorrow at 7:30 A.M. with
Reutter, and Madge Best. Sue the boys' slalom as the first event.
Curtis, Owen McHaney, and June The tournament will last throughWorthington, team captain, will out the day and will not interfere
be tb.e other trick skiers.
with the famous Cypress Gardens
Bruce McEwan and Roger Ray, Ski Shows, which will be held as
team captain, will be skiing in all usual.
three events for the boys. Stan
Moress will be jumping and skiing tricks, while Barth Engert
\till also double and be entered
in slalom as well as tricks. Tom
Miller will be in the slalom event
for the Tars, while Gerry Payne
will be jumping.
Thirty-five
technological
vol"Gramps" Suydam, the teams' umes belonging to Martin-Ortando
coach, feels sure that both teams were given the Mills Memorial Liwill do well, even without Bob brary on a permanent loan basis,
MacCuspie, two letter man, who Prof. Alice Hansen, Librarian, anis unable to ski, and McEwan nounced today.
partially hampered with a broken
The books, which will be used
jaw.
both by Rollins undergraduates
advanced
Miller, Moress, McEwan, En- and students taking
gert, Miss Morganthaler, Miss courses in physics and mathemaProbasco, Miss Worthington, and tics, were written by some of the
Miss McHaney all received letters best known authorities in the
last year, so the team certainly country.
has the experience and the ability
One volume, The Mathematics
to win. The Rollins - girls have
only lost once in twelve tour- of Physics and Chemistry, was
naments. The boys are definitely written by Prof. Henry Margenau,
at a disadvantage as Rollins does a leading atomic physicist and
not have a ramp for jumping, but
with Roger Ray's record and ex- Atomic Energy Commission's conperience and with the little prac- sultant, who has appeared here on
tice the boys have gotten at v Cy- the panel of the Pioneering Arts
press Gardens, they should be and Sciences Conference in Febable to take the meet.
ruary.
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Phone Midway 4-9704

Guns of T h e T i m b e r l a n d (c)
A l a n Ladd
U
Jeanne Crain
n T h e N u n ' s S t o r y (c)
Audrey Hepburn
Peter Finch
y W h a t ' s O p e r a Doc
Sun. - T u e s .
Tony Curtis

V"<

State Champion Tar Crew
Trys For Dad Vail W i n

j
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Irene Lake

4:30
5:30
3:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
9:15

4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45

On The Air

91.5 mc FM
Monday
7:00 Music Room
Music You Want
7:30 Yale Reports
Window on the World
8:00 Rollins Symphony Hour
Dinner Music
9:00 Word Pictures
Audubon Highlights
Thursday
*
Manhattan Melodies
30 Music You Want
Piano Recital
30 The Voice of Man
Georgetown Forum
45 Dinner Music
Request Concert
30 Over the Back Fence
What's New in Records
45 High Spirits from the
Tuesday
Lowlands
- Music You Want
7:00 French Masterworks
Patterns of Thought
7:30 Interviews from Sweden
Dinner Music
8:00 Age of Analysis
French Press Review
9:00 To Be Announced
Dutchlight Music
9:15 WPRK World News
Organ Music of Bach
Roundup
The Question Is. . .
WPRK Concert Hall
Friday
To Be Announced
4:30 Music You Want
WPRK World News
30 Dateline London
Roundup
45 Dinner Music
Wednesday
30 Adventures in Research
Music You Want
45 Stars for Defense
Call from London
00 Vocal Recital
Dinner Music
30 The Modern Novel
Face to the Future
8:00 Continental Concert Hall
Guest Star
9:00 Date with Marc

